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“GeoTrust had us up and

running very quickly. 

I especially appreciate 

the verification through

domain e-mail or second-

ary domain…thanks for 

a good experience.”

Jess Coburn, MCSE
President
Applied Innovations

Ultimate online protection at a remarkably low price in just 10 minutes.
With GeoTrust QuickSSLTM Web Server Certificates, you and your customers can 
conduct secure Internet transactions with the complete confidence you deserve.
QuickSSL offers true 128-bit encryption that’s fully compatible with leading web
browsers including Microsoft, Internet Explorer 5.01 and higher, and Netscape/AOL
browsers 4.51 and higher — all at a fraction of what you’d pay for other SSL 
solutions. And unlike competitive products, you don’t have to wait days for SSL 
security; GeoTrust QuickSSL offers airtight Internet protection in about ten minutes.

By activating the browser’s “LOCK” icon, QuickSSL assures your
online visitors that credit card account numbers and other confidential information
cannot be viewed, intercepted or altered. And because our automated authentication
system is the most advanced in the industry, your customers and trading partners
can be sure that QuickSSL Web Server Certificates are only issued to fully 
authorized recipients.

Best of all, our leadership pricing structure means you don’t have
to pay a lot for the reliable Internet protection you need. Because GeoTrust systems
can automatically verify that a certificate holder has appropriate administrative right
to a web server’s domain, our costs for issuing QuickSSL certificates are significantly
lower than competing SSL products —  and we pass those savings on to you.

Only GeoTrust QuickSSL offers these important features:
� A full year of online security for a remarkably low price
� True 128-bit encryption for total data protection
� Fast and easy installation in about ten minutes
� Additional savings with multi-year certificate discounts

GeoTrust, the leading provider of 2nd generation Internet trust services.
Providing secure e-commerce transactions, identity verification and authentication
solutions to the global web community, GeoTrust delivers a new level of e-business
security — your first step toward leveraging the full business potential of the Internet.

Getting started is fast and easy. Go to www.geotrust.com

QuickSSL™

Web Server Certificates

Winner of 
Web Hosting Magazine’s 
2001 Editors’ Choice Award

Internet Trust. Defined. Delivered.




